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The Third Edition of the Rapid Review Anatomy Reference Guide features three new sections:

lymphatic system, immune system, and foot and ankle. This study aid continues to be a student

favorite not only for its 31 sections of useful content, but because the labels of each system and

organ are printed on acetate overlay pages, to allow quick and effective memorization. This product

is designed for high school, college, and healthcare career students and can also be used for

patient education. On the left hand side of each section you will find key features for effective

studying: Illustrations of the major systems, organs, and structures, paired with Labels of the

system, organ, or structure on acetate overlays for easy self-testing On the right hand side of each

section you will find useful related information: Additional full-color illustrations Key facts about the

system or organ Location of organ or system highlighted on a human figure Roots of key words and

their meanings Related terminology and definitions
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-- "Just started anatomy and physiology one. This book is making it bearable. I love this book.

Everything is labeled on a clear page that goes over the actual part of the body. Therefore it makes

studying a breeze because you put numbers on a piece of paper and then you try to label them.

After you're done you flip the clear page and see what you got right and what you need to work on.

Awesome!" -- "I am a Registered Nurse in a long term care facility. Several Nurses Aides on my

staff are in Nursing School and one of them bought this book from . I was blown away by the wealth



of information, easy access, learning tools (the overlays are amazing) and color graphics. All of the

nursing students ordered the book and so did I. This is a great reference tool for layman, student

and professionals." -- "Wow! I purchased this product to go in the office to help with patient

explanations. I wish I had known about it in school! It is great and compact. I highly recommend it

for students of medicine or nursing."

I am a medical student who slogs through pages and pages of text and volumes of diagrams and

illustrations. I was looking for a quick reference I could keep by me desk so I wouldn't have to get

out books that were multiple inches thick, or hunt through scores of online images, when I needed to

check on some little anatomy detail.This book is NOT anywhere near as detailed as I need all the

time, but it is detailed enough to answer the majority of my quick reference questions and saves me

time. The illustrations are good and not cluttered so I can usually find exactly what I need very

quickly. Beyond basic anatomy, there is some basic physiology, key terms, and key concepts.The

pages are medium weight cardstock, easy to flip through, and the book is spiral bound so that it is

flat when open. All the structures are labeled, but as an extra bonus the words on the labels are on

a clear overlay so that you can quiz yourself if you are learning. Wish I had this is basic anatomy

class!!!!Great reference for the lay person, great study tool for essential anatomy, not enough for

medical school, but a reference I am so glad to have sitting by my desk as I study--it is a strong

companion.

This is an excellent review of anatomy, especially if you're a beginner. It is lacking in viewpoints and

perspectives that would be helpful, say, in a lab practical. However, it was not meant to replace an

atlas of human anatomy -but they make a great pair!

This item seems well designed and crams a lot of information into a very small format. It will

definitely not replace your anatomy lab book, but it's a quick and handy guide.

I purchased thÃƒÂ© first edition in 1999. I never got rid of the book . Then, a few weeks ago I

decided to look on the net to see if a more recent version of this book available. I'm very pleased by

this lasted edition. The same winning formula with lots of great improvements. This book is a must

have for any healthcare professional .

I have not yet needed to use this book but I was very pleased with how quickly it came. The details



in the book are excellent and clear and I think this will be a great help to study for my tests.

This is a very helpful and recommend resource I am going into nursing and it is perfect for reviews.

I wish I knew of this when I was in school. I am using it as a review book to keep on top of my

career.

It did meet my expectations, great product, excellent seller. An easy way to review the anatomy and

test yourself.
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